
Bid Wars

Diagram 1: Game board with gems required to play at top

Learning intent(s): To use probability to  
predict the likelihood of an outcome. To work 
out your share of an amount based on the 
fraction you own. 

Players: 3-5 For students: Grades 6-9 
Game time: 20-30 minutes 

EQUIPMENT 

• 1-100 Chart
• Think Square bag (used as the mine)
• One token for each player
• One token to mark gems remaining
• 5 Green tiles (Emerald)
• 10 Yellow tiles (Gold)
• 15 Red tiles (Rubies)
• 20 Blue tiles (Sapphires)
• 30 Grey tiles (Coal)

OPTIONAL
• 1 Clear tile (Diamond) If you have no clear tiles mark one as the diamond.
• Think Square transparent overlay to keep player tokens in place.

AIM 

To bid for items taken out of the mine in such a way that you end up with the most money. 

STARTING THE GAME 

• Place each player’s token on the number 60 (teachers may choose a different number but 60
will be easiest to start with). This represents a player’s current score, and the amount of money
they have left.

• Place a different token on the number 50 to show the amount of gems left to be drawn from
the mine.

• Place the rest of the tiles (gems) in the bag (mine) for players to draw from during the game. A
total of 50 gems will be drawn from the mine before the game ends.
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MINING 

The game starts with the first player searching the mine and pulling out one gem. Players must draw a 
tile out of the mine at random and are not permitted to look inside the bag/mine when selecting a tile. 

Once the first tile has been selected it is placed in front of everyone to see. The player who is exploring 
the mine can then choose to either draw another item from the mine or start bidding for the item that 
is in front of everyone. A player may draw up to four items from the mine before bidding must begin. 

BIDDING 

Bidding starts with the player to the left of the miner and continues clockwise, ending at the person 
who drew items from the mine. Each player is allowed to make only one bid for the item(s) and the 
player with the highest bid at the end of bidding takes the item(s) and moves their token back that 
many spaces on the 1-100 chart.  

If a player does not have enough money left to match a bid they must automatically pass. A player 
may also pass if they don’t think the item(s) are worth what is being offered. 

Once bidding ends, the token marking how many gems remain in the game is moved down and the 
player who started bidding becomes the miner for the next round. 

SCORING 

Scoring is left until the end of the game, so whatever money players start the game with must be 
budgeted wisely. Remember whatever money a player has left over at the end of the game is included 
in their overall score. There are two other ways to earn money at the end of the game. 

Selling gems: Players will have the opportunity to bid for gems which they will sell (hopefully for a 
profit) at the end of the game. A gem’s value is determined by how common it is, which will change 
over time as players collect more items.  

All gem categories have a value of $60 which is divided proportionately to the owners at the end of 
the game. For example, the first Gold (Yellow tile) that is drawn from the mine will be worth $60, if 
another yellow tile is drawn, each Gold then becomes worth only $30 to its owner. By the end of the 
game six Gold may have been purchased which makes each of them worth $10. At the end of the 
game when Gold is being scored players would work out their score as follows (see Table 1 below) 

Players repeat the process outlined in the table above for each gem category. 
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Player 
Number of 
Gold pieces 

Fraction of  
Gold owned 

Money earned 
from Gold 

Alex 2 2/6 or 1/3 $20 

Heba 3 3/6 or 1/2 $30 

Minh 0 None $-- 

Tony 1 1/6 $10 

TOTAL $60 

 Table 1: Working out what each player earns from selling gold 

At times players may have a decimal number for the value of their items. If this is the case, players 
must calculate each category and then round to the nearest whole number. For example, if a player 
has 3 items worth $7.50 they calculate this 3 x $7.50 = $22.50 and then round up to $23. Players do not 
round the value of each gem individually, but only when they are finding the total for each category. 

Category bonus: At the end of the game, players will count the number of gems they own in each 
category. A $12 bonus will be awarded to the player(s) who have the highest number of Coal, 
Sapphires, Rubies and Gold (4 x $12 bonuses in total). If two or more players are tied for the highest 
amount in one category the bonus money is split evenly between those players, see Table 2 below. 

Coal Sapphires Rubies Gold 
Ben 6 3 2 2 
Milly 4 3 3 1 
Hannah 3 2 5 2 
Eli 4 3 2 1 
BONUS 12 12÷3 = 4 12 12÷2 = 6 

Table 2: Winner(s) of each category highlighted for having the most gems of one type 

VARIATIONS 

The teacher may change the value of each category to make it more difficult to figure out what each 
gem is worth at the end of the game. 
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CHALLENGE QUESTIONS 

1. What is the advantage of spending most of your money on one Diamond?
2. Why do you think the number $60 was chosen as the value for each category of gems? Is there

a better number?
3. In what situation(s) would you spend $40 on a Diamond?
4. If 20 gems have been drawn from the mine and 6 of them have been Gold, what would you say

about the price of Gold?
5. What is the minimum value each gem can be lowered to? Why is that important to know?
6. A player spends $20 on three Rubies at the start of the game. Is this a good decision? Why or

why not.
7. What helps you make decisions and how do you decide on a strategy during the game?
8. If a player owns the only Emerald they receive $60 for that one gem at the end of the game. If a

player buys a second Emerald, and owns the only two at the end of the game they earn the
same amount, so what is the point of buying a second Emerald?

9. Do you think players will bid more for items in a 3 or 6 player game? Why?

CHALLENGE ACTIVITIES 

1. Rob-o-pponents

After years of slaving away in the mines, the people decided to build a pair of robots to do their 
work for them. They even programmed them to bid for the items that come out of the mine. 

The two robots they have built are called Fourager and Diamondbot. They are programmed 
to do the following: 

Fourager - Will bid $4 for every item, regardless of how valuable it is. For example; 

• If three coals were drawn, Fourager would bid 3 x $4 = $12.
• If two Gold and two Rubies were drawn, Fourager would bid 4 x $4 = $16

Diamondbot - Will bid a pre-programmed amount for each item 

• Diamonds $35
• Emerald $10
• Gold $5
• Ruby $3
• Sapphire $2
• Coal $1
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If two Emeralds and one Ruby were drawn, Diamondbot would bid $23 (2 x $10 + 1 x $3 = $23). 
If two Coal, one Gold and one Ruby were drawn, Diamondbot would bid $10 (2 x $1 + $5 + $3). 

Both robots will only bid as much as they need to. For example, if 3 Coal come out of the mine 
and the highest bid for them is $5 Fourager (who usually spends $4 per item) would only bid 
$6 if they were the last player to go, instead of the $12 they would usually spend. 

If possible, both robots will always take 4 gems from the mine when it is their turn to do so. 

Your mission is to play a 3-player game against both Fourager and Diamondbot to prove that 
humans are still smarter than robots. 

2. Create your own Rob-o-pponent

Design your own robot, which will automatically follow specific rules when bidding. Make sure
you think through what your robot will do in different situations and play a few test games
before you release your robot to the public.

Once your robot is complete, find two other classmates and play an all robot three player
game. The winning robot should then be put to the test against a human player.

Can you create a robot smarter than a human?
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